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Matter enclosed in heavy brackets I]; appearsin the 
original patent but forms no part of this- reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This. invention. relates to improvements in apparatus 
and method for making spirally corrugated. metal tubes. 
The main objects of this invention are: 
First, to provide an apparatus for making spirally 

corrugated. tubes from tubular metal stock which en 
ables. the rapid production of a. uniform product. 

Second, to provide an apparatus for making spirally 
corrugated metal tubes without the use of forming; dies 
or tools. 

Third, to‘ provide a method of making spirally cor 
rugated tubes from tubular metal stock which may be 
practiced very economically. 

Fourth, to provide a method of making spirally cor 
rugated tubes capable. of being ?exed or bent and with 
out subjecting the walls of, the tube to substantially weak 
ening stresses. 

Objects relating to details and economies of the in 
vention will appear from the description to follow. The 
inventionvis'de?ned and pointed out in the claims. 
A preferred embodiment of the. invention is illustrated 

in the accompanying drawing, in which; 
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary sideelevational view- of an ap 

paratus embodying my invention, parts thereof being 
shownconventionally- A partially completed tube being 
shown in operative position in the apparatus. 

Fig. 2' is a fragmentary view partially in‘ longitudinal 
section, the Work shown in Fig. 1 being here shown in 
central longitudinal section. 

Fig. 3 is an end view of a device for formingindenta 
tions in a tubular blank or stock as a step in the practice 
of my method. 

Fig. 4 is- a perspective view of a. work blank or section 
of tubing with an indentation therein, the indenting being 
a. step of my method following the providing of the‘ tu 
bular blank. 

Fig. 5 is: a side elevational view of a completed spirally 
corrugated tube. 
The corrugated tube of my invention‘ may be formed‘ 

of steel, copper, aluminum or other metals: or alloys, and 
has a wide variety of uses. It may be bent or conformed 
without fracturing or kinking and“ thus adds greatly to 
itsadaptability. It is- desirable foruse‘as‘ a- heat exchange 
element as‘ its area is substantially greater than that of 
an uncorrugated tube. The walls of the tubes are not 
ruptured or-the grain thereof rupturingly displaced as is 
likely to result where corrugations are formed by the 
use of tools‘ and dies. The-apparatus illustrated in the 
accompanying drawing is simple, efficient andwell adapted 
for the practice of my method. 

In the accompanying drawing the mechanism illus 
trated'ris shown quite largely in conventional form and 
comprises a bed. 1 having a slideway 2. thereon for the 
nonrotatable tail stock 3. T he. tail. stock. 3:. is: provided 
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with a chuck having, work- clamping jaws indicated at 4. 
The details of‘the‘ chuck are not illustrated. 
The rotatable headl stock 51>is= provided with a‘ work 

clamping chuck‘, thev jaws: oh which‘ are indicated at‘ 6. 
The; rotatable headt stock isE driven by suitable driving 
gears in‘ the gear box: 7'. The‘ details of the driving 
mechanism: are not! illustrated but may be that of known 
commercial. types». of. lathes; and. the chucks may also 
be conventional or known typesof‘workx clamping chucks 
Therefore, I haveznot': illustrated‘. the‘ details thereof. 

In Fig. 4» 1. illustrate. a work blank which is a section 
of metal‘ tubing, of=uniforrn diameter and of uniformwall 
thickness from end toend. One or more dimple-like 
indentations 8 are formed in the tube. desirably adjacent 
one end thereof. 

In Fig. 31 I illustrate“ :adevi‘ce for conventionally‘ form 
ing such indentations. This consists" of a ring 9 of‘ a 
diameter exceeding’ that ofv the tube and provided with 
four angularly' spaced screws 10 disposed in the same 
transverse plane. All ofith'escrews are adjusted to cen 
ter the tube within. the ring. and‘ if a: pair of indentations 
8 are desiredv diametrically opposite screws are screwed 
inwardly to form the indentations; The other pair of 
screws act to support the work during‘ this operation. The 
tubular blank thus prepared is' inserted: in the machine 
and its end having the dimplesai‘s‘ clamped within‘ the 
chuck of the nonrotating tail‘ stock. The other end of 
the work blank clampedimthe chuckv ofsthe rotatable head" 
stock. 
To prevent crushing or deforming the tube by*thei head 

stock chuck a bushing or internal sleeve‘ 11 is disposed' 
within the tube‘ to internally support‘ it. in opposition‘ to‘ 
the chuck jaws 6. This. sleeve or bushing also serves as 
a support for the»mandrel‘121which-is1 slidable therein. 
The mandrel isof'uniform diameter from‘end to end and‘ 
of substantially less diameter-than‘ theztub‘ular blank. At‘ 
its opposite end the mandrel is provided“ with a head or 
enlargement 13 removably ?tting within. the tube and‘ 
interiorly supporting the walls". thereof; in opposition to 
the chuck jaws 4. 
With the tubular stockrmounted and supported as de 

scribed? the: head stock. isv driven! which imparts a‘ torsional‘ 
twisting stress to the: tube. and‘with: the resultthe spiral? 
corrugation‘ 14 is formed therein‘ beginning at and ex 
tending from the dimple? toward the rotating head stock. 
The tail stock‘ is; as stated, slidably'rnounted’ which per 
mits it to travel‘ towardthe head stock'to compensate for 
the- shortening of‘ the: tube resulting from. the forming of 
the corrugation therein‘. 

In the structure‘ illustrated‘ in“ Figs. 11 and 2 only one 
indentation has been’ for-med: in the stock; Where more 
than one indentation‘ is formed: the ?utes or corrugations 
corresponding in number to the indentationsresult. The 
completely corrugated tube shown inFig. S‘may be readily 
bent or ?exed even when formed‘ o?vt-ubes-of steel, brass 
or other alloys which are not bendab-lly ‘?exible. 
The applicant’s method does not require‘ the use of‘ 

forming tools or dies‘ and thev metali of the‘ tube is not 
worked in the manner resulting from- the use of forming“ 
tools or dies. The only forming. tool applicant uses is 
the. device for forming the‘ indentation or indentations 8‘» 
and they may be formed by' various means. However, 
the device shown in Fig. 3’ is‘ a‘: practical and convenient; 
way of the forming‘ of uniform indentations. 
The work is desirably clampingly' and nonrotatably’ en 

gaged‘ by the tail stock: chuck closely adjacent the in 
dentation 8. The applicant’s theory and understandingv 
of the operation is that when:torsional. stress is applied'to‘ 
the tube the leading edge: of the. dimple orindentation 
tends to collapse‘ radially inward under the torsion load 
or stress. This'radial collapsing shortens the" tube‘ axially’ 
or applies axial’ tension at the leading edge ‘of the dimple; 
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The combination of torsional tension and axial tension _ 
results in a spirally applied tension to the stock that pro 
gressively applies the radial inwardly collapsing load in a 
spiral ‘path resulting in the spiral corrugation. 
The dimple or indentation disrupts the uniform circume 

ference and radius of the tube at the indentation and since 
the resistance to torsion loads by the tube is proportional 
to the radius of the tube the wall of the tube deforms 
under torsional load at points of lesser radius in preference 
to any point where the tube wall has a larger radius. The 
indentations in e?ect form localized points of varied re 
sistance to torsional loads. 
The mandrel is an important factor not only in de 

termining the depth of the corrugation'but also in facilitat 
ing the forming of the spiral groove or corrugation and 
preventing collapsing of the tube as the forming of the 
corrugation progresses. I 

The above explanation is given as the applicant’s un 
derstanding or analysis of what takes place in forming the 
spiral rib or corrugation. ' 

I have illustrated and described an apparatus of the 
type I have successfully used in the practice of the method 
of my invention and an apparatus that has the advantage 
of simplicity and one that may be readily incorporated 
or embodied in a machine such as a lathe. I have not 
attempted to illustrate or describe other embodiments or 
adaptations as it is believed that this disclosure will en 
able those skilled in the art to embody or adapt my in 
vention as may be desired. , 

Having thus described my invention, what I claim as 
new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

[1. The method of making spirally corrugated tubes 
comprising the steps of providing a metal tube of sub 
stantially uniform diameter and wall thickness from end 
to end thereof, forming a plurality of angularly and uni 
formly spaced dimple-like indentations in the wall of the 
tube adjacent one end thereof and in approximately the 
same transverse plane, supporting a mandrel having an 
elongated cylindrical portion of uniform and of substan 
tially less diameter than the interior diameter of the tube 
centrally within the tube, nonrotatably externally and in 
ternally supporting the tube adjacent but at the outer side 
of the indentations therein while permitting longitudinal 
movement of the end of the tube so supported, and in 
teriorly and externally supporting the wall of the tube at 
its other end and rotating the tube in one direction] 

2. The method of making spirally corrugated tubes 
comprising the steps of providing a metal tube of sub 
stantially uniform diameter and wall thickness from end 
to end thereof, forming a dimple-like indentation in the 
wall of the tube adjacent one end thereof, supporting a 
mandrel having an elongated cylindrical portion of uni 
form and of substantially less diameter than the interior 
diameter of the tube centrally within the tube, nonro 
tatably externally and internally supporting the tube ad 
jacent but at the outer side of the indentation therein 
while permitting longitudinal movement of the end of 
the tube so supported, and interiorly and externally sup 
porting the wall of the tube at its other end and rotating 
the tube in one direction. 

3. The method of making spirally corrugated tubes 
comprising the steps of providing a metal tube of sub 
stantially uniform diameter and wall thickness from end 
to end thereof, forming a plurality of angularly and uni 
formly spaced dimple-like indentations in the Wall of the 
tube and in approximately the same transverse plane, 
supporting a mandrel of‘ substantially less diameter than 
the interior diameter of the tube centrally within the tube, 
and nonrotatably supporting the tube at one end and 
supporting and rotating the other end with the indenta 
tions between the supports while permitting longitudinal 
contracting movement of the tube. 

4. The method of making spirally corrugated tubes 
comprising the steps of providing a metal tube, forming 
a dimple-like indentation in the wall of the tube, support 
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4 
ing a mandrel of substantially less diameter than the in. 
terior diameter of the tube centrally within the tube, and 
nonrotatably supporting the tube at one end and support 
ing and rotating the other end with the indentation be 
tween the supports while permitting longitudinal contract 
ing movement of the tube. . 

[5. The method of making spirally corrugated tubes 
from uncorrugated tubular stock of substantially uniform 
diameter and wall thickness comprising, the steps of form 
ing an indentation in the wall of the tube adjacent one 
end thereof and nonrotatably supporting the tube ad, 
jacent but at the outside of such indentation,'supporting 
a mandrel of less diameter than the interior diameter of 
the tube centrally thereof, and rotating the tube by force 
applied to its other end while permitting longitudinal con 
tracting movement of the tube as the corrugations are 
formed therein] 

6. In an apparatus for making spirally corrugated metal 
tubes from uncorrugated tubular stock having at least 
one indentation therein, a rotatably driven head stock 
provided with a work clamping chuck, a supporting bush 
ing adapted to be arranged within the work to interiorly 
support the wall thereof in opposition to the chuck, a‘ 
slidably mounted nonrotatable tail stock aligned with said 
head stock and provided with a work clamping chuck, 
and a mandrel of less diameter than the interior diameter 
of the tubular stock and of substantially uniform diameter 
adapted to be disposed centrally within the work and 
slidably supported at one end by said bushing, said man 
drel being provided at its other end with a supporting 
portion adapted to be disposed within and in interiorly 
supported relation to the wall of the work in opposition 

. to the tail stock chuck. 
7. In an apparatus for making spirally corrugated metal ' 

' tubes from uncorrugated tubular stock having at least one 
indentation therein, a rotatably driven head stock pro 
vided with a work clamping chuck, a freely slidably 
mounted nonrotatable tail stock aligned with said head 
stock and provided with a chuck non-rotatably grippingly 
engageable with the tubular stock adjacent the indenta 
tiontherein, and a mandrel of less diameter than the in 
terior diameter of the tubular stock and of substantially 
uniform diameter adapted to be disposed centrally within 
the work. 7 

8. In an apparatus for making spirally corrugated metal 
tubes from uncorrugated tubular stock having at least one 
dimple-like indentation therein of substantial depth, a 
rotatably driven head stock provided with a work clamp 
ing chuck, a freely slidably mounted nonrotatable tail 
stock aligned with said head stock and provided with a 
chuck non-rotatably grippingly engageable with the ex 
terior of the tubular stock adjacent the indentation there 
in, and a mandrel of less diameter than the interior di 
ameter of the tubular stock adapted to be disposed cen 
trally within the work, said mandrel being provided with 
a supporting portion adapted to be disposed within and 
in interiorly supported relation to the wall of the work 
in opposition to the tail stock chuck, the space between 
said chucks being unobstructed whereby the exterior of 
the stock is unsupported as the corrugations are formed 
therein. ' 

9. The method of making spiral corrugations in tubular 
objects which comprises the steps of providing an elon 
gated object of ?exible material having annular walls of 
circular cross section with at least one point of reduced 
resistance to torsional stress in the wall of the object and 
isolated axially and circumferentially from the other parts 
of the object, positioning a mandrel of lesser diameter than 
the inside diameter of the object centrally within and along 
the length of the object, supporting the object with the 
mandrel therein at longitudinally spaced points on op 
posite sides of said point of reduced resistance, and r0 
tating said object at one of said spaced points relative to 
the other of said spaced points to stress the material at 
said point of reduced resistance beyond its elastic limit 
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while permitting relative longitudinal movement between 1,120,269 
the spaced points. ‘ 2,338,847 
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